CELLTRUST SL2™

Helping BYOD Mobile Compliance Enforcement

Take control of business communications by encrypting, tracking and archiving voice and text messages
As workforce mobility becomes more prevalent due to the flexibility and productivity it enables—so do threats to corporate assets,
privacy, confidentiality and regulatory obligations—specifically with the rise of BYOD and need for smarter controls. That’s why
organizations turn to CellTrust SL2™, which offers voice and text messaging that can be secured, archived and traced.
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Secure Calls & SMS
Patented SecureSMS™ and SecureVoice™
ensure communications are time and date
stamped, tracked, logged and archived to
help safeguard the enterprise.

Personal Data
Enables selective wiping so that only
business data is deleted. Personal data and
apps on BYO devices remain untouched.

Separate MBN
Makes seamless BYOD deployments
possible by assigning a separate Mobile
Business Number (MBN) on iOS and
Android devices enabling business calls to
be made on the MBN instead of the users’
personal number.
Compliance
Keep up with evolving regulations with
the ability to preserve, extract and search
business communications on mobile
devices for related eDiscovery compliance.
Safeguard Assets
The company controls the MBN assigned
to the device. If an employee leaves, the
business number and associated contacts
stay with the company.

Employee Choice
Empower employees to work where,
when and how they choose for maximum
flexibility and productivity.
Real-Time Exchanges
Receive messages in real time, including
automatic notifications with a complete
audit trail of when messages are sent,
delivered, opened and answered.
User Experience
Enhanced user experience helps drive
employee adoption, enables productivity
and reinforces a positive mobile experience
for enterprise BYOD success.

Secure messaging – stamp, track, log and
archive text messages

Archiving – secure reporting, audit trails
and traceability

All text messages sent using the app are time and
date stamped, tracked, logged and can be archived
for eDiscovery. The dual persona feature allows
organizations to apply policies—such as data erasure and
archiving only to the business data—as opposed to other
solutions that archive at the carrier level or use device
syncing, where all communication data from the device
is archived.

In today’s highly connected world, where we can easily
make a call or send a message with sensitive business
or personal information, it is critical to protect and
archive business mobile communications. To help
mitigate risk and respond to eDiscovery and compliance
demands, CellTrust SL2™ offers comprehensive
reporting, audit trails, traceability and archiving. Also,
all administrative and operator activities are logged for
server audit trails, and intrusion attempts are logged for
intrusion detection reports.

Secure voice – manage work and personal
voice calls on a single device
Patented SecureVoice™ captures all incoming and
outgoing calls made on a mobile device and provides
audio recordings to help meet supervision and
compliance needs. Now it’s possible for businesses
to issue their workforce with an Apple iOS™ based or
Android™ based mobile phone, or allow employees
to bring their own devices—and be in support of
compliance.

The following industries benefit from
CellTrust SecureLine
Whether it’s allowing your vast network of financial
services professionals to engage in secure mobile
business conversations, next-generation paging
capabilities for healthcare providers, or ensuring
staff privacy in accordance with federal and local
regulations—CellTrust offers tailored solutions for the
following highly regulated industries.

Desktop client – seemless and secure from
mobile to desktop
CellTrust understands that BYOD success starts and
ends with the user. That’s why CellTrust SL2™ offers
a desktop client that delivers both secure messaging
functionality and calling capability, in parallel with
the mobile application. Our user-centric management
allows employees to have their account on more than
one device with the ability to securely connect and
communicate with messaging systems at remote
office locations via both BYOD and the desktop.
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CellTrust is ready to help. Learn how you can secure your mobile business
communications to reap the full benefits of BYOD.
• Comply with regulatory requirements
• Protect and archive sensitive data
• Empower the mobile workforce
Contact us today at 888-515-5201 or www.celltrust.com/sl2, to get started.
About CellTrust
CellTrust is a global leader in collaborative and secure mobile communication with tracing and archiving capabilities and mobile
aggregation across 200+ countries and over 800 carriers and mobile operators. CellTrust SL2 archives and protects mobile
communication content supporting enterprise mobile collaboration, eDiscovery and major global regulatory compliance for
financial services, government and healthcare. Learn more at www.celltrust.com.
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